Nashville Chapter
Meeting Minutes
April 2016

Meeting recap:
We discussed the May 4th event at the LEGO store and distributed invitations.
We talked about Books and Bricks, our last one is this Tuesday at 5pm. If you want to come and haven't filled out a
background check form yet it's possible it will come back in time if we submit it tomorrow. I'm failing to find the form on my
phone but can email it to you later if you want one.
We talked about the Knoxville show and that everyone would be welcome to go.
We discussed the Fairy Bricks 5K and there was no interest amongst those present so decided to scrap it. My family is
still planning to do it on May 7th, let me know if you'd like to join us, but it's not our social meeting.
We didn't decide on a social meeting. You're welcome to come to our house and hang out. Maybe we could have a more
organized board game night? Any other ideas are more than welcome. We discussed getting together to just build some
time, if anyone has space enough for that to be a reality and wants to volunteer let me know.
We decided to meet for lunch on AFOL day again, 1pm in the food court.
Next business meeting will be Sunday June 12th at 2pm as no one else wanted to run it on the 11th.
We discussed the Huntsville summer show at the main library, everyone is encouraged to participate. Several people
were interested in participating in the collaborative build.
David Kilborn was nominated to be secretary by David McClatchy and unanimously voted in. David McClatchy agreed to
fill in for David Kilborn as necessary. We haven't heard from David Kilborn since.
I have received 10 sets as part of LUG support, if you manage to get us a show you can have one of them. They range
from the 24 hour race car to the Creator Rainforest Animals. There are three in the works so if you want first choice you'd
better get busy.
LUGbulk - we have no idea. We're at the waiting for the invoice stage. Once Charles receives the invoice he needs the
money pretty quickly. He prefers checks but will accept PayPal Gift. Please don't use regular PayPal and stick him with
the fees.
We had show and tell, David McClatchy brought Neil's Settlers of Catan MOC.
We distributed LUG support by draft.

Upcoming events:
May 3rd - Books and Bricks at Kirkpatrick Elementary at 5pm
May 7th - Fairy Bricks 5K
May 14th - Social Meeting
June 5th - Second 2016 AFOL day, lunch at Opry Mills food court at 1pm
June 12th (note it's a Sunday) - Business meeting at Nashville Public Library main branch (well done Yvette!), probable
deadline for MOCs that need delivery to the Huntsville show.

